Don't look any further!

We already tested the products and material for you.

What you will need for a perfect setup to train your own MOOC recording skills.
# MINI MOOC STUDIO

Material setup for practicing MOOC video recording

## Hardware and Software needed

### Apple Computers

Here are different possibilities for your setup

**MAC MINI:**
- 2.6 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7
- 16GB 1600MHz DDR3 SDRAM
- 1TB Fusion Drive

Optional:
- Apple Magic Mouse: 69 CHF
- Apple Wireless Keyboard: 69 CHF

Indicative price: 1'585 CHF

**IMAC 21.5”:** 1'994 CHF
- 2.6 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7
- 16GB 1600MHz DDR3 SDRAM
- 1TB Fusion Drive
- Apple Wireless Keayboard
- Apple Magic Mouse

Indicative price: 1'994 CHF

**MACBOOK PRO:**
- 2.5 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i5
- 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 SDRAM
- 512GB HDD SSD

Indicative price: 2'229 CHF

### Wacom Cintiq 13HD
13” (1920x1080 pixel)
This allow to draw and annotate in super quality your slides using a stylus like on real paper!

Indicative price: 969 CHF

### ScreenFlow
Telesstream
To capture the screen, the voice and the head of the presenter. This is the official software used to record the MOOCs.

http://www.telestream.com/screenflow

Indicative price: 100 CHF

### Logitech HD Pro C920
Webcam HD 1080p
Record a Full HD 1080p video stream with ease.
The Logitech HD Pro is totally compatible with Mac OS X.

Indicative price: 96 CHF

### Open Sankore
Webcam HD 1080p
To annotate the pdf slides used during the capture. This is the official software used to annotate the slides for the MOOCs.

http://open-sankore.org/en

Indicative price (Open Source): 0 CHF

### Behringer Mic100
Preamp Tube Ultragain
Simple but efficient way to record the audio stream in best quality at an affordable price.
This preamp includes the 48V Phantom power voltage.

Indicative price: 60 CHF

### Rode PinMic:
- Necktie pin microphone: 194 CHF
- Adaptor XLR: 24 CHF

Indicative price: 218 CHF

### Infos
List of reseller’s URL available upon request.
(cede@epfl.ch)

- Digitec
- Heiniger AG
- Apple Store
- House of Sound
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